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Abstract Highly precise and accurate measurements of

very small NMR cross-correlated relaxation rates, namely

those between protein Hi
N–Ni and Ci-1

a –Ci-1
0 dipoles, are

demonstrated with an error of 0.03 s-1 for GB3. Because

the projection angles between the two dipole vectors are

very close to the magic angle the rates range only from

-0.2 to ?0.2 s-1. Small changes of the average vector

orientations have a dramatic impact on the relative values.

The rates suggest deviation from idealized peptide plane

geometry caused by twists around the C0–N bonds and/or

pyramidalization of the nitrogen atoms. A clear alternating

pattern along the sequence is observed in b strands 1, 3 and

4 of GB3, where the side chains of almost all residues with

large positive rates are solvent exposed. In the a helix all

rates are relatively large and positive. Some of the cur-

rently most accurate structures of GB3 determined by both

high resolution X-ray crystallography and NMR are in

satisfactory agreement with the experimental rates in the

helix and b strand 3, but not in the loops and the two

central strands of the sheet for which no alternating pattern

is predicted.

Keywords Cross-correlated relaxation � GB3 �
Peptide plane � x angle

Introduction

An atom-resolved picture of the structure and dynamics of

biomolecules is a key prerequisite not only for under-

standing protein activities such as molecular recognition,

enzymatic activity, folding, et cetera, but also for valida-

tion of quantum chemical calculations or calibration of

force field parameters (Fersht 1998; Whitford 2005;

Branden and Tooze 1999). Most structural modeling rou-

tines assemble 3D protein backbones by linking uniform

peptide planes under the sole variation of the u and w
dihedral angles or allow for minimal additional degrees of

freedom (for example, the x angle in X-ray crystallogra-

phy) (Wüthrich 1986; Brunger 1993; Koradi et al. 1996;

MacArthur and Thornton 1996; Güntert et al. 1997;

Schwieters et al. 2003; Bradley et al. 2005; Schwieters

et al. 2006). The peptide plane is constituted by the heavy-

atom chain Ci-1
a –Ni–Ci

0–Ci
a. Oi and Hi

N are usually placed

in the plane near or at idealized angles (Pauling et al. 1951;

Corey and Pauling 1953; Eisenberg 2003). Several publi-

cations, however, have challenged this uniformity by sug-

gesting twists around C0–N bonds and pyramidalization of

the nitrogen atoms (Pauling and Corey 1951; Winkler and

Dunitz 1971; Dunitz and Winkler 1975; MacArthur and

Thornton 1996; Head-Gordon et al. 1991; Engh and Huber

1991; Edison et al. 1994; Sulzbach et al. 1995; Hu and Bax

1997).

Recent studies have been motivated by the introduction

of the residual dipolar coupling (RDC) methodology in

NMR spectroscopy (Tjandra and Bax 1997; Tolman et al.

2001). RDCs depend on the bond orientation in a molecule-

fixed frame in a very sensitive manner, and thus are ideal

for addressing the issue. Ulmer et al. used large sets of

RDCs to refine a high-resolution crystal structure of the

protein GB3 (Gronenborn et al. 1991; Derrick and Wigley
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1994) to demonstrate a considerable deviation from ideal

geometry (Ulmer et al. 2003). In particular, they concluded

that the HN–N bond deviates by up to &5� in-plane and

&10� out-of-plane from the vector bisecting the C0–N–Ca

angle. Highly precise HN–Ha J-couplings and intraresidual

and sequential HN–Ha RDCs have been shown to be in

better agreement with this refined geometry (Vögeli et al.

2007, 2008). Recently, HN–N, Ha–Ca and Ca–C0 RDCs

obtained under 6 alignment conditions have been used to

determine bond orientations simultaneously with order

parameters at very high accuracy and precision (Yao et al.

2008a, b). Root-mean-square deviations of the HN–N and

Ha–Ca bonds were calculated to be 5.2� and 3.6� from ideal

orientation.

To improve the characterization of the peptide plane

geometry it is desirable to obtain direct restraints between

these individual bonds. NMR cross-correlated relaxation

(CCR) rates depend on the relative orientation of two

tensorial interactions (Goldman 1984; Daragan and Mayo

1997; Kumar et al. 2000). It has been recognized that

CCR rates also report on dynamics on all time scales

(Pelupessy et al. 2003; Vugmeyster et al. 2004; Vögeli

2010). Since the initial proposal to use CCR rates for

determination of backbone torsion angles (Reif et al.

1997), a wealth of experiments has been designed to

measure CCR rates depending on the x angle and peptide

plane fluctuations. Sums of Hi
N–Ni dipole/Ci-1

0 CSA and

Hi
N–Ci-1

0 dipole/Ni CSA CCR rates have been measured

and dynamics effects predicted on the basis of the 3D

GAF model (Brutscher et al. 1998; Bremi et al. 1997;

Bremi and Brüschweiler 1997). These rates have been

remeasured and combined with sums of Hi
N–Ni dipole/

Ci-1
a –Ci-1

0 dipole and Hi
N–Ci-1

0 dipole/Ci-1
a –Ni dipole

CCR rates and sums of Ci-1
a –Ni dipole/Ni CSA and Ci-1

a –

Ci-1
0 dipole/Ci-1

0 CSA CCR rates for determination of

the peptide plane fluctuation using the 3D GAF model

(Carlomagno et al. 2000). Deviation from rate uniformity

was interpreted in terms of anisotropic peptide plane

motion. Hi
N–Ci-1

0 dipole/Ci-1
0 CSA CCR rates have been

interpreted with the 1D GAF model for peptide plane

fluctuation (Früh et al. 2002) and simultaneous fits to Hi
N–

Ni dipole/Hi
N–Ci-1

0 dipole, Hi
N–Ni dipole/Hi

N–Ci
a dipole

and Hi
N–Ni dipole/Ni–Ci-1

0 dipole with 3D GAF

(Bytchenkoff et al. 2005). Generally, the use of the CSA

tensors complicates the analysis considerably because it is

associated with uncertainties regarding the tensor ele-

ments as well as their orientation. More commonly, CCR

rates with an intervening x angle were used to determine

other angles which are subjected to stronger fluctuations

by assuming idealized geometry for the x angle. Among

these are w angles assessments by Hi-1
a –Ci-1

a dipole/Hi
N–

Ni dipole (Reif et al. 1997; Yang and Kay 1998; Pelup-

essy et al. 1999a, b; Chiarparin et al. 1999; Reif et al.

2000; Kloiber et al. 2002; Vögeli and Pervushin 2002;

Takahashi and Shimada 2007), Hi
a–Ci

a dipole/Ci
0 CSA

(Yang and Kay 1998; Chiarparin et al. 1999; Takahashi

and Shimada 2007; Yang et al. 1997, 1998; Sprangers

et al. 2000), or joint (w,u) angles by Ci-1
0 CSA/Ci

0 CSA

(Skrynnikov et al. 2000) and by Hi-1
N –Ni–1 dipole/Hi

N–Ni

dipole (Pelupessy et al. 2003). Generally, the question

arises as to how far an interpretation of motion can be

taken without taking into consideration non-ideal geom-

etry and anisotropic molecular tumbling (Vögeli 2010). It

has been shown, for example, that a detailed interpreta-

tion of Hi-1
a –Ci-1

a dipole/Hi
N–Ni dipole CCR rates in GB3

requires exact knowledge of the diffusion tensor (Vögeli

and Yao 2009).

In this study, it is demonstrated that very small CCR

rates, namely those between Hi
N–Ni and Ci-1

a –Ci-1
0

dipoles, can be measured at very high precision and

accuracy. The measurements are by almost one order of

magnitude more precise than those presented in a previ-

ous work (Carlomagno et al. 2000). This reduction in

combination with exact knowledge of molecular tumbling

(diffusion tensor) and highly precise structures is critical

for a detailed interpretation. Although the theoretically

possible rate amplitude can be rather large the observed

rate is small. Because the projection angle between the

two dipole vectors is very close to the magic angle it

ranges from -0.2 to ?0.2 s-1 in small proteins. This

condition bears very interesting effects: Small changes of

the average vector orientation have a dramatic impact on

the relative value of the rate. Therefore, these rates may

be better structural probes than small rates for which the

coupling strength is small (but the projection angle pos-

sibly very different from the magic angle). On the other

hand, effects from dynamics are even smaller and escape

interpretation at the current level of accuracy and preci-

sion. It is shown that the experimental range of values can

be largely explained by the non-idealized geometry and

anisotropic molecular tumbling. Although some of the

most accurate structures currently available are used to

evaluate the CCR rates measured on GB3 none of these is

in good agreement.

Theory

Evolution of multiple quantum coherence, MQ, between

spins I1 and I2, where I1 is weakly scalar coupled to the

passive spin S1 (JI1S1) and I2 to S2 (JI2S2), yields four

spectral peaks corresponding to the spin states of S1 and S2

(aa, ab, ba, and bb) for each coherence order (zero and

double quantum coherence, ZQ and DQ). In the secular

approximation, the I1–S1 dipole/I2–S2 dipole CCR rate,

Rd(I1S1)/d(I2S2), can be extracted together with Rd(I1S2)/d(I2S1)
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from the peak intensities I of the components of the ZQ and

DQ quadruplets:

1

8TMQ

ln
IZQ
aa IZQ

bb

IZQ
ab IZQ

ba

IDQ
ab IDQ

ba

IDQ
aa IDQ

bb

 !
¼ RdðI1S1Þ=dðI2S2Þ

þ RdðI1S2Þ=dðI2S1Þ ð1Þ

TMQ is the constant time during which the coherences

evolve. Note that in equation 1.3 in reference (Vögeli and

Yao 2009) a negative sign is missing on one side. The same

formal effect can be achieved by mixing the ZQ and DQ

experimentally during TMQ (Yang and Kay 1998). In that

case, the ZQ and DQ quadruplets are superimposed

yielding only one apparent quadruplet. The CCR rates

are then obtained as

1

4TMQ

ln
IZQ;DQ
aa;ab IZQ;DQ

bb;ba

IZQ;DQ
ab;aa IZQ;DQ

ba;bb

 !
¼ RdðI1S1Þ=dðI2S2Þ þ RdðI1S2Þ=dðI2S1Þ

ð2Þ

Under the assumption that radial and spherical motion of

the i-j vectors is not correlated, the CCR rates can be

expressed with effective distances rij
eff between the nuclei i

and j (Case 1999):

RdðI1S1Þ=dðI2S2Þ ¼
l0

4p

� �2cI1cS1cI2cS2h2

10p2

1

ðreff
I1S1Þ

3ðreff
I2S2Þ

3

� JdðI1S1Þ=dðI2S2Þð0Þ
ð3Þ

ci is the gyromagnetic ratio of nucleus i, l0 is the perme-

ability of free space, h denotes Planck’s constant, and Jd(A)/

d(B)(0) the spectral density function at zero frequency

associated with the interference between the dipolar

interactions A and B. Rd(I1S2)/d(I2S1) is obtained by inter-

changing S1 and S2.

A simple model has been proposed to compare experi-

mental to predicted CCR rates (Vögeli 2010). This model (1)

incorporates fast (faster than molecular tumbling) and slow

(slower than molecular tumbling) motion, (2) distinguishes

between correlated and uncorrelated slow motion, and (3) is

sensitive to the anisotropy of the molecular tumbling. It has

been demonstrated that effects of anisotropy must be inclu-

ded in order to analyze orientation and fluctuation of the

involved interactions (Vögeli and Yao 2009; Deschamps and

Bodenhausen 2001). If the internal motions are separated

from the molecular tumbling time by at least one order of

magnitude, and no slow correlated motion between A and B

is present the spectral density function can be approximated

by assuming axially symmetric motion of A and B and the

following expression is obtained:

JdðI1S1Þ=dðI2S2Þð0Þ ¼ SRDC
I1S1 SRDC

I2S2 JdðI1S1Þ=dðI2S2Þð0Þrigid ð4Þ

Sij
RDC is the order parameter obtained from the RDC

between spins i and j. Note that other order parameters that

are sensitive to slow timescales may be used instead. RDCs

are sensitive to motions faster than milliseconds (Meiler

et al. 2001; Peti et al. 2002; Tolman 2002). The spectral

density of a hypothetically rigid molecule is

JdðI1S1Þ=dðI2S2Þð0Þrigid ¼
X2

k¼�2

skCint
k ðXI2S2;XI1S1Þ ð5Þ

Cint
k ðXI2S2;XI1S1Þ are linear combinations of products of

spherical harmonics and establish the angular dependence

on the bond orientations. sk are inverse eigenvalues of the

anisotropic diffusion operator (Favro 1960). They may be

regarded as a generalized molecular tumbling time. Exact

expressions can be looked up in reference (Vögeli 2010). In

practice, it may be sufficient to assume the molecular

tumbling to be axially symmetric. In that case, the

expressions simplify considerably and the explicit

expression is

JdðI1S1Þ=dðI2S2Þð0Þrigid;axial

¼ s0

1

4
ð3 cos2 hI1S1 � 1Þð3 cos2 hI2S2 � 1Þ

þ s�1

3

4
sin 2hI1S1 sin 2hI2S2 cos uI1S1 � uI2S2ð Þ

þ s�2

3

4
sin2 hI1S1 sin2 hI2S2 cos 2uI1S1 � 2uI2S2ð Þ ð6Þ

(hij, uij) are the polar angles of the i-j vector. Note that (4,

6) may not be satisfactory approximations when different

rotamer states in side chains are involved (Carlomagno

et al. 2003; Vögeli and Riek 2010).

Slow correlated motion, however, causes an inequality in

(4). The right-hand side becomes larger than JdðI1S1Þ=
dðI2S2Þð0Þ for correlated motion, and smaller for anticor-

related motion, respectively. If the deviation is larger than

the experimental error and additional errors introduced by

the model assumptions (Vögeli 2010) conclusions on the

degree of correlation may be drawn.

In the current study on GB3, assumption of anisotropy in

tumbling is indispensable. For uniform standard peptide

bond geometry and isotropic tumbling, a unique CCR rate

value of &0.058 s-1 is expected for all residues. However,

the ratio of the main axis of the diffusion tensor to the

averaged perpendicular axis is &1.4 and there is a small

rhombic component (Hall and Fushman 2003). Pearson’s

correlation coefficient for correlation plots between CCR

rates predicted with the isotropic and anisotropic model is

0.70 and 0.88, respectively, for 2OED with optimized

proton position (Ulmer et al. 2003; Yao et al. 2008a, b) and

for an ensemble (Clore and Schwieters 2006) (see also the

plot in reference (Vögeli 2010)). This results for both

structures in a pairwise rmsd of &0.05 s-1.

In Fig. 1, R = RHN/CaC0 ? RHNC0/CaN is simulated in

dependence on the projection angles Ca–C0–N (arccosine
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of the normalized scalar product between Ca–C0 and N–C0)
and C0–N–HN, and the dihedral angle Ca–C0–N–HN. For

simplicity, the molecular tumbling is assumed to be iso-

tropic. As opposed to more commonly measured dipole/

dipole CCR rates, the unwanted but inseparable contribu-

tion from the second term is relatively large and must be

included in the analysis. On average, it is &20% of the

wanted contribution but ranges from 5 to 450%. Interest-

ingly, R is moderately sensitive to variations of the dihedral

angle and thus also of the x angle. On the other hand, the

projection angles dominate the range of R with a near-

linear dependence. Note that additional variation is caused

by the tumbling anisotropy.

Experimental section

Sample expression and purification

GB3 was expressed and purified as described previously

(Ulmer et al. 2003). The {2H,13C,15N}-labeled NMR

sample contained 500 ll of 2 mM protein solution in 95%

H2O, 5% D2O, 50 mM potassium phosphate buffer, pH

6.5, and 0.5 mg/mL sodium azide.

NMR spectroscopy

The 3D ct-HNCO pulse sequences for the measurement of

Rd(HNN)/d(CaC0) ? Rd(HNC0)/d(CaN) CCR rates are shown in

Fig. 2. They are essentially constant-time modifications of

the 3D HNCO initially designed for dipole/CSA CCR rate

measurements associated with MQ[15Ni,
13Ci-1

0] (Brutscher

et al. 1998). The first approach relies on the evolution of all

multiplet components of the multiple quantum coherences

in a four spin system. This approach is referred to as ‘‘all

components evolution’’, or ACE. 1Hi
N polarization is

excited and converted into multiple quantum coherences

MQ[15Ni,
13Ci-1

0] via 15Ni in two INEPT steps. The MQ

coherences are chemical-shift labeled under scalar cou-

pling to 1Hi
N and 13Ci-1

a during smix yielding four compo-

nents (doublets of doublets) for both the ZQ and the DQ

coherences. Subsequently, the magnetization is converted

into single-quantum 15Ni for chemical-shift labeling and

transferred back to 1Hi
N for direct detection. Two subspectra,

(ZQ-DQ) and (ZQ ? DQ), are recorded, and subsequently

added (subtracted) to obtain the ZQ (DQ) spectra. Experi-

mental details are provided in Fig. 2. An upper limit to smix is

given by various small scalar couplings. The most important

ones are 3JC0(i-2),C0(i-1) and 3JC0(i-1),C0(i) which can exceed

2 Hz. Using the Karplus parametrization proposed in (Hu

and Bax 1996), peaks intensities may lose 80% under

unfortunate ui-1 and ui angles with smix = 140 ms. Loss of

more than 50% is predicted for residues 14–21, and 45 in

GB3. In addition, scalar coupling to side-chain CO, namely
3JC0(i-1),CO(i-1,SC) and 3JN(i),CO(i,SC), in ASN and ASP, which

may exceed 4 Hz and 2 Hz, respectively, may also cause

significant signal loss. Here, residues 40, 41 and 46–48 lose

more than 50% based on the Karplus parametrization pro-

posed by (Perez et al. 2001). All other active couplings such

as 2JN(i-1),C0(i-1),
2JN(i),C0(i),

3JN(i-1),N(i) and 3JN(i),N(i?1) and

those across hydrogen bonds are smaller than 1 Hz and their

impact is negligible.

It has been proposed to mix the ZQ and DQ coherences

during the experiment (Skrynnikov et al. 2000) in order to

increase the signal-to-noise ratio. This approach is referred

to as ‘‘mixed multiple quantum’’, or MMQ. Application of

any two inversion pulses simultaneously during smix leaves

the effective dipole/dipole relaxation superoperator

involving all 4 spins unchanged. Simultaneous mixing of

ZQ and DQ and chemical-shift labeling requires at least 3

Fig. 1 Simulated CCR rate R = RHN/CaC0 ? RHNC0/CaN in depen-

dence on the projection angles Ca–C0–N and C0–N–HN (left) and the

projection angle C0–N–HN and the dihedral angle Ca–C0–N–HN

(right). The chosen ranges reflect the distributions of the projection

angles sampled by the 2OED and ensemble structures (Ulmer et al.

2003; Clore and Schwieters 2006) and the variations in the x angle

proposed in the literature (Head-Gordon et al. 1991; Engh and Huber

1991; Edison et al. 1994). Isotropic molecular tumbling is assumed

318 J Biomol NMR (2011) 50:315–329
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such pairs. One way to arrange these 6 pulses is proposed

in reference (Carlomagno et al. 2000). Here, a different

arrangement is chosen (Fig. 2). The minimal number of

pulses on the relevant passively coupled spins is used,

namely only one on 1HN. Imperfections of pulses on the

spins involved in the MQ coherences only lead to loss of

signal due to the use of pulsed field gradients. In addition,
1HN is inverted by a 90� -202.5� -90� pulse train to

further minimize the error.

All subspectra of the 3D ct-HNCO experiments were

recorded with 36(t1, N) 9 {ACE: 70/MMQ: 100}(t2,

MQ) 9 512(t3, HN) complex points, t1max = 18.0 ms,

t2max = {ACE: 35.0/MMQ: 50.0} ms, t3max = 51.2 ms, an

interscan delay of 1.0 s and 8 scans per increment. The

time domain data were multiplied with a square cosine

function in the direct dimension and cosine functions in the

indirect dimensions and zero-filled to 128 9 1024 9 2048

complex points. The mixing times smix were 120 and

140 ms (ACE), and 70 and 100 ms (MMQ).

All experiments were performed on a BRUKER

DRX600 MHz spectrometer, equipped with a z-axes gra-

dient cryogenic probe, at 298 K. All spectra were pro-

cessed and analyzed using the software package NMRPipe/

NMRDraw/NlinLS (Delaglio et al. 1995). Peak heights

were determined by parabolic interpolation.

Protein coordinates

A 1.1-Å high-resolution X-ray structure of GB3 is avail-

able (pdb code 1IGD, (Derrick and Wigley 1994)). In the

present study, the positions of the HN protons are of par-

ticular importance. Large sets of RDCs have been used to

demonstrate out-of-plane HN positions by refining the

X-ray structure with the Xplor-NIH package (pdb code

2OED (Schwieters et al. 2003, 2006; Ulmer et al. 2003)).

Subsequently, highly accurate RDCs have been used to

orient HN–N bond vectors and obtain associated order

parameters with a direct interpretation which is indepen-

dent of any restraining force fields (iterative DIDC method,

(Yao et al. 2008a, b)). These HN–N vectors have been

superimposed on the backbone of 2OED to create a

structure with highly accurate HN positions (2OED-DIDC).

This structure yields slightly better cross validation with
3JHNHa scalar couplings and intraresidual and sequential

DHNHa RDCs than 2OED and significantly better ones than

1IGD (Vögeli et al. 2007, 2008). In addition, Clore and

Fig. 2 Pulse sequences of the 3D ct-HNCO experiments for the

measurement of R = RHNN/CaC0 ? RHNC0/CaN. The radio-frequency

pulses on 1H, 15N, 13C0 and 13Ca are applied at 4.7, 118, 174 and 56 ppm,

respectively. Narrow and wide bars indicate non-selective 90� and 180�
pulses. The single curved shapes represent 13C0-selective 180� sinc

pulses of length pC0
p = 150 ls, and the triple curved shapes 13C

ReBURP pulses (Geen and Freeman 1991) of length of pC
p = 500 ls,

respectively. Vertical lines connect centered pulses. 1H-decoupling is

achieved with WALTZ16 (Shaka et al. 1983) at a field strength cB1 of

2.1 kHz and 15N-decoupling with GARP (Shaka et al. 1985) at a field

strength cB1 of 1.25 kHz. The delays have the following values:

s1 = 2.7 ms, s2 = 16 ms, s3 = 17 ms, s4 = 60 ls, D = 1/(2JHN) =

5.4 ms, and T = sMQ - 4pC0
p/2/p, where pC0

p/2 is the length of the

rectangular 13C0 90� pulse. The effective break in evolution of a scalar

coupling to 13Ca during pC0
p is &50 ls and therefore is assumed to be of

the same lengths as pN
p or the inversion pulse train on 1HN. Unless

indicated otherwise, all radio-frequency pulses are applied with phase x.

The phase cycle for the (ZQ-DQ) ACE subspectrum and the MMQ

spectrum is:/1 = {x, -x};/2 = {x};/3 = {x, x, x, x, -x, -x, -x, -x};

/4 = {x, x, -x, -x}; /5 = {-y}; /rec = {x, -x, -x, x, -x, x, x, -x}.

For the (ZQ ? DQ) ACE subspectrum /3 and /4 are increased by 90�.

The ACE ZQ and DQ spectra are obtained by addition and subtraction

of the (ZQ - DQ) and (ZQ ? DQ) ACE subspectra, respectively.

Pulsed field gradients indicated on the line marked PFG are applied

along the z-axis with duration/strength of: G1, 1,200 ls/-9 G/cm; G2,

2,000 ls/21 G/cm; G3, 1,000 ls/15 G/cm; G4, 200 ls/24 G/cm;

G5, 800 ls/6 G/cm; GN1, 200 ls/18 G/cm; GN2, 200 ls/-18 G/cm; G6,

1,200 ls/-6 G/cm; G7, 1,200 ls/18 G/cm; GH, 40 ls/-18 G/cm; G8,

400 ls/24 G/cm; G9, 150 ls/15 G/cm. Quadrature detection in the
15N(t1) is achieved by the ECHO-ANTIECHO method (Kay et al. 1992)

applied to /5 and gradients GN1 and GN2, and in the MQ[13C0,15N](t2)

dimension by the States-TPPI method (Marion et al. 1989) applied to the

phases /2, /4 and /rec
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Schwieters used RDCs, relaxation-derived HN–N order

parameters, and crystallographic B factors to generate

twenty 8-member ensembles of structures (Clore and

Schwieters 2006).

Results and discussion

Validation of measurements

Expansions of 2D planes cut from the ZQ, DQ and MMQ

spectra together with slices along the MQ dimension are

shown in Fig. 3. Extraction of the CCR rates in the ACE

approach relies on a linear combination of relaxation rates

of 8 individual components (see ‘‘Theory’’). Equation 1

shows that potentially different scaling of peak intensities

in the two subspectra is canceled out. Different scaling of

the 4 components in one subspectrum due to additional

relaxation pathways, pulse imperfections etc. are approxi-

mately also eliminated, because the MQ evolution is under

minimal manipulation. The MMQ experiments suffer from

the fact that the passively coupled spins are inverted by a

HN inversion pulse train and that the spins involved in the

MQ coherences are 5 times inverted by nonselective 180�
pulses on N and selective pulses on C0. On the other hand,

this approach is more sensitive than ACE. If all peaks are

assumed to be of approximately equal intensity the

uncertainty of the CCR rate is by a factor �
ffiffiffi
2
p

smaller for

MMQ than ACE. However, the more different the intensities

are the larger the ratio of the errors because small intensities

contribute over-proportionally. An additional error is intro-

duced by the deviation from an ideal performance of the 1H

WALTZ decoupling schemes (Carlomagno and Griesinger

2000).

The CCR rates were measured twice with different

mixing times with each approach to obtain a random error

and identify potential systematic errors which are time

dependent (ACE: 120, 140 ms; MMQ: 70, 100 ms). The

random error of the averaged ACE data sets is 0.06 s-1,

whereas it is only 0.03 s-1 for the averaged MMQ data

sets. These errors must be compared to a previously

reported error obtained with a similar type of MMQ mea-

surement on an ubiquitin sample of 0.16 s-1 (Carlomagno

et al. 2000). The largest errors for ACE are obtained for

residues 23, 26 and 54 exceeding 0.10 s-1 and additionally

6, 9, 33, 36, 37, and 40 exceeding 0.07 s-1. No errors are

available for residues 14, 38, 45 and 49. For MMQ, the

largest errors are obtained for residues 21, 33, and 47

which are larger than 0.05 s-1 but none exceeds 0.07 s-1.

No errors are available for residues 19, 37 and 38. The

CCR rates obtained from the ACE and MMQ approaches

are compared in Fig. 4. An overall error can be obtained

for the average of the two approaches. The half pairwise

rmsd is 0.05 s-1. The largest errors are obtained for resi-

dues 50 (0.11 s-1) and 55 (0.09 s-1). In addition, those of

residues 45 and 56 are 0.08 s-1, and those of 14, 23, 36, 41

Fig. 3 2D MQ[15N,13C0]–1HN planes and slices cut from the 3D ct-

HNCO experiments showing the quadruplets of Leu12. The ZQ

spectrum is shown on top, the DQ spectrum in the middle and the

MMQ spectrum at the bottom. cd with c, d = a, b are the spin states

with respect to N (c) and C0 (d). smix was set to 120 ms and 100 ms

for the ACE and MMQ experiments, respectively. The horizontal axes

represent MQ frequencies in Hz units with arbitrary origins

Fig. 4 Correlation plot of R = RHNN/CaC0 ? RHNC0/CaN CCR rates

obtained with the ACE and MMQ approaches. Error bars indicate

random errors obtained individually for ACE and MMQ. The black
line indicates a slope of 1. The most prominent outliers are marked

with the corresponding residue numbers
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and 53 are 0.07 s-1. No errors are available for residues

15–22, 35, 46, 47 and 49. If the individual errors of the

ACE and MMQ approaches are propagated the error is

expected to be 0.03 s-1. The larger error of the averaged

ACE/MMQ values therefore indicates a residual systematic

error of an additional 0.03 s-1. It is possible that the

majority of this error stems from the MMQ approach

although it has a smaller random error than ACE as lined

out in reference (Vögeli and Yao 2009). In order to avoid a

possibly considerable impact of this systematic error both

sets are compared to the structures individually as well as

the average thereof. It should be noted that both approaches

might produce some identical systematic errors since the

two approaches are based on similar principles.

Validation of peptide plane geometry in high-resolution

structures

The high-resolution structures feature small but relevant

differences in the HN–N/C0–Ca projection angles. These are

primarily determined by the Ca–C0–N and C0–N–HN pro-

jection angles, and weakly by the Ca–C0–N–HN dihedral

angles as demonstrated in Fig. 1 (see Table 1). While the

averaged angles are very similar in all structures (&116.5�
for Ca–C0–N; &119.5� for C0–N–HN; &179.7� for x;

&-0.9� for Ca–C0–N–HN), the per residue variation is not

as uniform. The x angle has a root-mean-square deviation

of 2.8� in 1IGD, but &5� in the NMR structures. Since the

X-ray structure has protons placed in idealized positions, x
also determines the Ca–C0–N–HN dihedral angle. On the

other hand, NMR data is sensitive to the HN nuclei and is

likely to enforce the larger variation of the x angle via the

Ca–C0–N–HN dihedral angle. The largest Ca–C0–N–HN

variation is observed in the 2OED structure with the

independently derived HN–N orientations from DIDC

(2OED-DIDC, &5�), while the one of 2OED is somewhat

smaller (4�) and the ensemble is similar to the X-ray

structure (&3�). Note, however, that the CCR rates are

weakly sensitive to the dihedral angle. The impact of

explicit HN placement is also observed for the C0–N–HN

projection angles with the largest variation for the 2OED-

DIDC structure (&2�) being twice the one of the X-ray

structure. A reversed effect is observed for the Ca–C0–N

projection angles where the X-ray structure has the stron-

gest variation (&2�) and those of all NMR structures are

smaller (&1.5�). Here, NMR has no strong force field

pulling the angle away from the default values. The pro-

jection angles between the main axes of the dipolar inter-

actions (Ca–C0 and N–HN) are with an average of 56.1�
very close to the magic angle of 54.7�. The variation is

largest for the 2OED-DIDC structure (2.7�), intermediate

for 2OED and the ensemble (2.2� and 2.1�) and smallest for

1IGD (1.9�). All angles in the structures analyzed in this

study are in close agreement with large surveys of X-ray

structures deposited in the Cambridge Structural Database.

The averaged Ca–C0–N angle is 116.9� with a standard

deviation of 1.5� (Head-Gordon et al. 1991), x is 179.6�
with a standard deviation of 4.5� (MacArthur and Thornton

1996) and the Ca–C0–N–HN dihedral angle -2.0�
(MacArthur and Thornton 1996).

Interestingly, the correlation of the deviations from

standard geometry between any pair of structures is poor

(see Tables S1, S2 and S3 in the Supporting Information).

Pearson’s correlation coefficients for the Ca–C0–N projec-

tion angles are between 0.40 and 0.63, and between 0.14

and 0.47 for the C0–N–HN projection angles. This results in

values between 0.40 and 0.76 for the Ca–C0/N–HN pro-

jection angles (see Table 2). In most cases slightly better

correlation is observed for the predicted CCR rates (see

Table 3). This effect is caused by the additional discrimi-

nation from anisotropic tumbling as CCR rates predicted

assuming isotropic tumbling yields in most cases less

Table 1 Statistics of Ca–C0–N and C0–N–HN projection angles, and Ca–C0–N–HN dihedral angles

Coordinates Ca–C0–N projection

anglesa (�)

C0–N–HN projection

anglesa(�)

Ca–C0–N–HN dihedral

anglesa (�)

x (Ca–C0–N–Ca) dihedral

anglesa (�)

Ca–C0/N–HN projection

anglesa (�)

1IGDb 116.2 ± 2.0 120.1 ± 1.0 -1.0 ± 3.0 179.0 ± 2.8 56.4 ± 1.9

2OEDc 116.6 ± 1.6 119.5 ± 1.1 -1.2 ± 4.0 179.7 ± 5.0 56.2 ± 2.2

2OED-DIDCd 116.6 ± 1.6 119.3 ± 2.1 -1.1 ± 4.9 179.7 ± 5.0 56.0 ± 2.7

Ensemble, meane 116.7 ± 1.5 119.2 ± 1.5 -0.4 ± 2.9 180.5 ± 4.2 55.9 ± 2.1

a Root-mean-square deviation of residue-specific averages from overall average
b X-ray structure from reference (Derrick and Wigley 1994)
c NMR structure from reference (Ulmer et al. 2003). Residue 41 is omitted
d HN–N vectors derived from RDCs with the DIDC method and fitted to the 2OED backbone [see references (Ulmer et al. 2003) and (Yao et al.

2008a)]. Residue 41 is omitted
e Mean structure of the 160-conformer ensemble calculated in reference (Clore and Schwieters 2006)
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agreement (see Table S4 in the Supporting Information). In

conclusion, it is evident that true deviations from idealized

geometry are not accurately represented in any of the high

resolution structures analyzed here.

Fit to rigid structure

The experimental CCR rates are compared to those cal-

culated from the 1.1-Å X-ray structure 1IGD (Derrick and

Wigley 1994) and 2OED structure with RDC-optimized

proton positions either calculated with the Xplor-NIH

package (2OED) (Schwieters et al. 2003, 2006; Ulmer et al.

2003) or with the DIDC method (2OED-DIDC) (Yao et al.

2008a, b), and to the mean structure of the 160-member

ensemble (Clore and Schwieters 2006). A correlation plot

between averaged experimental ACE/MMQ and predicted

CCR rates is shown in Fig. 5 and statistics listed in

Table 4. Correlation plots for separate ACE and MMQ

rates with error bars, and predicted on the basis of the

various structures individually are presented in Figs. S1–S3

in the Supporting Information.

A complete list of rmsd values and Pearson’s correlation

coefficients obtained from correlation plots of predicted

versus experimental CCR rates is shown in Table S6 in the

Supporting Information. For all structures the correlation is

substantially better with the MMQ than with the ACE data.

This is not surprising given the lower random error of

MMQ. In order to minimize possible systematic errors,

correlations are also made with the average of the MMQ

and ACE values. Rmsd values are comparable to those

from MMQ alone. Remember that the experimental ran-

dom errors are 0.06 s-1 and 0.03 s-1 for ACE and MMQ,

respectively, and 0.05 s-1 for the averaged values (half

pairwise rmsd). In the following the data is analyzed with

the MMQ data set and the averaged MMQ/ACE data set.

The lowest rmsd values are in both cases obtained for

1IGD and the mean structure of the ensemble (between

0.61 s-1 and 0.69 s-1). The largest rmsd is obtained for

2OED-DIDC with 0.93 s-1 and 0.96 s-1. 2OED ranks in

between. Surprisingly, vicinal J couplings defining the /
angle showed a reverse ranking with 2OED-DIDC having

lower rms deviations in Karplus parametrizations and

1IGD the largest (Vögeli et al. 2007; Yao et al. 2008a, b).

Apparently, the fitting of ‘‘free’’ HN–N vectors is somewhat

unphysical because no force field corrects for inconsis-

tencies with the backbone heavy atoms. In addition, there is

an uncertainty regarding the overall orientation of the

vector set relative to the heavy-atom backbone. In Fig. 6

Table 2 Slope s (above diagonal, forced through the 0/0 coordinates) and Pearson’s correlation coefficient r (below diagonal) of correlation

plots of the Ca–C0/N–H projection angles

r/s x axis/y axis 1IGDa 2OEDb 2OED-DIDCc Ensemble, meand

1IGDa x 0.82 0.85 0.55

2OEDb 0.76 x 0.68 0.60

2OED-DIDCc 0.62 0.57 x 0.31

Ensemble, meand 0.51 0.64 0.40 x

a X-ray structure from reference (Derrick and Wigley 1994)
b NMR structure from reference (Ulmer et al. 2003)
c HN-N vectors derived from RDCs with the DIDC method and fitted to the 2OED backbone [see references (Ulmer et al. 2003) and (Yao et al.

2008a)]. Residue 41 is omitted
d Mean structure of the 160-conformer ensemble calculated in reference (Clore and Schwieters 2006)

Table 3 Slope s (above diagonal, forced through the 0/0 coordinates) and Pearson’s correlation coefficient r (below diagonal) of correlation

plots of the CCR rates assuming anisotropic molecular tumbling

r/s x axis/y axis 1IGDa 2OEDb 2OED-DIDCc Ensemble, meand

1IGDa x 0.92 0.92 0.69

2OEDb 0.79 x 0.85 0.73

2OED-DIDCc 0.69 0.66 x 0.53

Ensemble, meand 0.53 0.72 0.33 x

a X-ray structure from reference (Derrick and Wigley 1994)
b NMR structure from reference (Ulmer et al. 2003)
c HN-N vectors derived from RDCs with the DIDC method and fitted to the 2OED backbone [see references (Ulmer et al. 2003) and (Yao et al.

2008a)]. Residue 41 is omitted
d Mean structure of the 160-conformer ensemble calculated in reference (Clore and Schwieters 2006)
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correlation plots between experimental and predicted rates

are shown for 1IGD and the ensemble. Additional plots can

be looked up in the Supporting Information.

The sole outlier for 1IGD with an error larger than

0.20 s-1 is residue 55. In addition, those with an error

larger than 0.12 s-1 are residues 4 and 46. 55 is an extreme

outlier for ACE (0.30 s-1) but only a moderate one for

MMQ (0.11 s-1). Residue 4 is among the largest outliers

for both ACE and MMQ. No value was obtained for 46

from ACE. Interestingly, MMQ produces no outlier with

[0.15 s-1.

Similarly for the mean ensemble, outliers with an error

larger than 0.16 s-1 are residues 4 and 46. In addition,

those with a larger error than 0.12 s-1 are residues 20, 53

and 55. Residues 4, 53 and 55 are extreme outliers for ACE

([0.20 s-1) but only moderate ones for MMQ, while 20

and 46 have no value from ACE. MMQ produces no outlier

with [0.17 s-1.

Clearly, the impact of structural errors is much larger than

the experimental errors. Interestingly, the two ‘‘best struc-

tures’’, 1IGD and the ensemble, produce the lowest corre-

lation coefficient r between the CCR rates predicted from

any pair of structures (Table 3). In order to obtain a

‘‘structural noise’’ an averaged structure is simulated by

averaging their contributions. This hybrid structure has rms

deviations of 0.060 s-1 (average ACE/MMQ) and 0.058 s-1

(MMQ) constituting the best structure. A lower limit for the

structural error can be calculated by half the pairwise rmsd

(0.03 s-1). The propagated errors based on the experimental

and structural errors are 0.06 s-1 (average ACE/MMQ) and

0.05 s-1 (MMQ). Thus, assumption of somewhat more than

the lowest limit for the structural error would entirely

explain the deviation of the predicted from the experimental

CCR rates.

Fig. 5 Correlation plot of experimental R = RHNN/CaC0 ? RHNC0/CaN

CCR rates versus rates predicted from the 1IGD structure (Derrick

and Wigley 1994) with proton positions calculated with the program

MOLMOL (Koradi et al. 1996) (red diamonds), the mean structure of

a 160-member ensemble (Clore and Schwieters 2006) (yellow
spheres), the 2OED structure (Ulmer et al. 2003) (green squares),

and 2OED with RDC-refined proton positions, 2OED-DIDC

(Yao et al. 2008a, b). The experimental rates are obtained from

averaged rates of the ACE and MMQ (all) approaches. The black line
indicates a slope of 1

Table 4 Rmsd, Pearson’s correlation r coefficient and slope s between experimental CCR rates and those predicted for a rigid molecule

Experimental data set Coordinates rmsd (Hz)a sa ra

Average MMQ/ACE 1IGDb 0.061f 0.73f 0.69f

2OEDc 0.072 0.64 0.61

2OED-DIDCd 0.093 0.47 0.40

Ensemble, meane 0.068 0.70 0.59

Average, ensemble, mean/1IGD 0.060 0.78 0.68

MMQ 1IGDb 0.062 0.82 0.65

2OED-DIDCd 0.096 0.50 –

Ensemble, meane 0.069 0.80 0.52

Average, ensemble, mean/1IGD 0.058 0.91 0.68

a rHN = 1.02 Å and rHaCa = 1.09 Å are assumed. X axis is the predicted and Y axis the experimental rate
b X-ray structure from reference (Derrick and Wigley 1994). Protons placed in idealized positions with the program MOLMOL (Koradi et al.

1996)
c Proton coordinates optimized with RDCs as carried out in reference (Ulmer et al. 2003)
d Proton coordinates optimized with RDCs obtained from 6 deuterated samples; rmsd values between predictions and experimental 3JHNHa

values of 0.32 Hz (Yao et al. 2008a, b). Residue 41 omitted
e Mean structure of the 160-conformer ensemble calculated in reference (Clore and Schwieters 2006)
f Residue 55 excluded
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Sequence specific analysis

It is instructive to analyze the CCR rates sequence spe-

cifically. Figure 7 shows the predicted and experimental

CCR rates versus the amino acid sequence. The same

trends can be observed for the experimental values

obtained from the ACE and the MMQ approach (top

panel). The largest absolute values are observed for the

loops comprising residues 9–14, 20–22 and 38–41. The

values are strictly positive and relatively large in the a
helix. There is a clear alternating pattern of positive and

negative values along the amino sequence in b strands 1, 3

and 4, whereas in strand 2 all values are positive in a

decreasing manner. Large positive values have residues 4,

6, 8, 10, 40, 42, 44, 52, 55 and 56.

The bottom panel of Fig. 7 shows CCR rates predicted

from the ensemble, 1IGD and 2OED-DIDC (Note that the

predictions from the ensemble are based on averaging over

the conformers rather than on the mean structure. Hence,

the calculated rates do not represent a rigid structure.

However, nearly identical values are obtained when pre-

dicted from the mean, vide infra). Generally, a similar

spread of values is obtained as for the experimental values.

This finding puts a stringent upper limit on the degree of

geometry variation. The scatter is somewhat more pro-

nounced in 2OED-DIDC than in the ensemble and 1IGD.

In all the structures the a helix has similar trends as the b
sheets. With the exception of strand 3, there is no alter-

nating pattern in the b sheet for any of the structures. Not

surprisingly, large differences in the rates of the various

structures are obtained for the loops. Thus, these predicted

rates are not reliable.

The deviations of the experimental from the predicted

CCR rates are shown in Fig. S4 in the Supporting Infor-

mation. Residues 4, 10, 46, 53 and 55 exhibit deviations

larger than 0.1 s-1 for all structures (using the average of

ACE/MMQ). In addition, there are several residues with

deviations larger than 0.1 s-1 in 2OED-DIDC, namely

residues 8, 12, 26, 29, 31, 36, 40, 41, 42 and 49. The other

two structures have only three additional ones each: resi-

dues 17, 21, and 32 for 1IGD, and 11, 20, and 56 for the

ensemble, respectively. Interestingly, residues 11, 20, and

46 are among the strongest outliers when RDCs DHN(i)-

Ha(i-1) were compared to the ensemble (Vögeli et al. 2007).

It is very likely that most single outliers are caused by

insufficient individual structural representation. Obviously,

Fig. 6 Correlation plot of

experimental R = RHNN/CaC0 ?

RHNC0/CaN CCR rates versus

rates predicted from the 1IGD

structure (Derrick and Wigley

1994) with proton positions

calculated with the program

MOLMOL (Koradi et al. 1996)

(top panels) and the mean

structure of a 160-member

ensemble (Clore and Schwieters

2006) (bottom panels). The

experimental rates are obtained

with the MMQ approach (left
panels), and averaged rates of

the ACE and MMQ (all)

approaches (right panels). Error

bars for MMQ indicate random

errors, and those for ACE/MMQ

are obtained from the pairwise

rmsd between ACE and MMQ.

The black lines indicate a slope

of 1. The most prominent

outliers are marked with the

corresponding residue numbers
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2OED-DIDC offers the worst representation. In all struc-

tures, many outliers are located in the loops that are gen-

erally not as well defined as other structural elements. Most

other outliers are caused by the alternating pattern observed

in the experimental rates.

Fit to dynamic structures

In the bottom panel of Fig. 7 the predicted CCR rates based

on the ensemble representation (Clore and Schwieters

2006) are shown, and deviations from the experimental

values are plotted in figure S4 in the Supporting Informa-

tion. According statistics are listed in Table 5. The rms

deviations between the predicted rates and those obtained

from the average of ACE/MMQ is 0.069 s-1, and from

MMQ 0.070 s-1, respectively. The outliers are the same as

for the mean structure of the ensemble. The virtual identity

indicates that the motion inherent in the ensemble has a

minimal impact on the rates. Indeed, the correlation coef-

ficient between rates obtained from the ensemble and its

mean is 0.99 with a linear regression slope of 0.99.

An alternative way of incorporating motion into the rate

prediction is provided by (4). Highly precise and accurate

order parameters from RDCs are available for HN–N and

C0–Ca (Yao et al. 2008a, b). Rates predicted from 1IGD

slightly improve the rmsd from the averaged ACE/MMQ

Fig. 7 R = Rd(HN)/d(COCa) ?

Rd(NCa)/d(HCO) versus amino acid

sequence. Top panel:

Experimental values obtained

with the averaged ACE/MMQ

(blue), MMQ (purple), and ACE

(green) approaches. Bottom

panel: Values predicted on the

basis of the ensemble (Clore and

Schwieters 2006) (blue), X-ray

structure 1IGD (Derrick and

Wigley 1994) (purple), and

2OED with optimized protons

2OED-DIDC (Ulmer et al.

2003; Yao et al. 2008a, b)

(green). The value expected for

standard geometry and isotropic

molecular tumbling is

?0.058 s-1. Secondary

structure elements are indicated

between the panels
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rates to 0.058 s-1 but do not change for MMQ. The cor-

relation coefficient is even slightly lower. The slope of the

linear regressions, however, increases from 0.73 and 0.82

to 0.83 and 0.93, respectively. Overall, an in-depth analysis

cannot be pursued since the rmsd between the experimental

and predicted rates is only slightly larger than their com-

bined propagated error. In addition, the individual vector

motions are not perfectly axially symmetric. For spin

systems with bond projection angles close to the magic

angle inequality 50 in reference (Vögeli 2010) is usually

well fulfilled, and therefore (4) is not strictly valid.

However, amplitude differences between in-plane and out-

of-plane fluctuations are relatively small in regular sec-

ondary elements of GB3 (ca. 3�) (Yao et al. 2008b). In

addition, if part of the fluctuations captured by the RDC

order parameters occurs on the nanosecond timescale or is

slower and correlated between A and B formula 4 under-

estimates the spectral density function and the true value is

closer to the one obtained from the rigid-molecule

approach (Vögeli 2010). Further error sources are the

unknown order parameters of HN–Ca and C0–N. Here, it is

assumed that their product is identical to the one of the

HN–N and C0–Ca order parameters.

Interpretation of deviations

As shown above, the structural noise is at least 0.03 s-1.

There is additional uncertainty in the chosen bond lengths.

In a recent publication the effective HN–N bond length

absorbing zero-point vibrations, but no angular fluctua-

tions, has been determined to be 1.015 ± 0.006 Å (Yao

et al. 2008b). Here, 1.02 Å is chosen. Ab initio calculation

studies have reported on a Ca–C0 bond length variation of

ca. &2% depending on the / and w angles (Edison et al.

1994). In the present study, 1.525 Å was used (Engh and

Huber 1991). C0 chemical shift calculations also suggested

a strong pyramidalization of nitrogens in a helices (Sulz-

bach et al. 1995). Deviation of &15� from 180� for the x
angles are in agreement with experimental values (Sulz-

bach et al. 1995). For the structures analyzed in this study,

no such trend is observed in the helices. According to

Fig. 1, such a deviation would increase the predicted rates

by 0.01 s-1. Indeed, there is a weak accumulation of

experimental rates that are larger than the predicted ones in

the a helix (see Fig. S4 in the Supproting Information). The

same effect, however, could also be obtained with adjust-

ments of the projection angles. The authors also point out

some limitations of their calculations such as the exclusion

of solvation effects (Sulzbach et al. 1995).

The side chains of almost all residues with large positive

rates in the b sheet are solvent exposed. A similar pattern

has been observed in GB3 and ubiquitin for order param-

eters obtained from RDCs (Bouvignies et al. 2005; Lak-

omek et al. 2005). It was suggested that solvent-exposed

side-chain motion is coupled with the pyramidalization of

HN–N groups (Lakomek et al. 2005). This would have a

direct effect on the CCR rates under study. Interestingly, an

unusual behaviour of b strand 2 has also been observed

with HN–N and Ha–Ca order parameters (Yao et al. 2008b).

The former are lower and the latter less uniform than

generally observed in the b sheet. It was speculated that

this behaviour plays a role in molecular recognition.

Table 5 Rmsd, Pearson’s correlation r coefficient and slope s between experimental CCR rates and those predicted for a dynamic molecule

Experimental data set Coordinates rmsd (Hz)a sa ra

Average MMQ/ACE 1IGD, S2, b,e 0.058f 0.83f 0.66f

2OED-DIDC, S2, c,e 0.083 0.54 0.41

Ensembled 0.069 0.69 0.58

Ensemble, mean, S2d e 0.068 0.81 0.53

Average, ensemble, mean/1IGD, S2e 0.060 0.90 0.64

MMQ 1IGD, S2, b,e 0.062 0.93 0.61

2OED-DIDC, S2, c,e 0.087 0.58 –

Ensembled 0.070 0.79 0.51

Average, ensemble, mean/1IGD, S2, e 0.060 1.06 0.65

a rHN = 1.02 Å and rHaCa = 1.09 Å are assumed. X axis is the predicted and Y axis the experimental rate
b X-ray structure from reference (Derrick and Wigley 1994). Protons placed in idealized positions with the program MOLMOL (Koradi et al.

1996)
c Proton coordinates optimized with RDCs obtained from 6 deuterated samples; rmsd values between predictions and experimental 3JHNHa

values of 0.32 Hz (Yao et al. 2008a, b). Residue 41 omitted
d Mean structure of the 160-conformer ensemble calculated in reference (Clore and Schwieters 2006)
e RDC order parameters employed according to (4), uncorrelated motion assumed
f Residue 55 excluded
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An alternative explanation for the alternating patterns

may be deduced from the fact that all b strands are

involved in different structural formations to either side.

The only parallel b sheet is formed between strands 1 and

4. The involved residues (with respect to the HN atom)

have negative values. Antiparallel b sheet is formed

between strands 1 and 2, and strands 3 and 4. The corre-

sponding residues in strand 1, 2 and 4 have positive values,

while those in strand 4 have negative ones. The residues

that are solvent-exposed in strands 2 and 3 have also

positive values. Indeed, hydrogen bonds in antiparallel b
sheets are nearly parallel to the involved HN–N and C0=O

bonds while they bridge the parallel sheet at an angle.

Although not accounted for in the high-resolution struc-

tures these angles may be indicative of some distortion

from ideal geometry. For solvent-exposed residues this

distortion would not be expected as is indeed supported by

corresponding positive values. The exceptionality of the

negative values in strand 3 is then an indication that the

rates cannot be solely explained by backbone secondary

formation.

It cannot be entirely excluded that complex dynamic

behaviour influences the rates to some observable extent.

It is very likely that such motions would also affect the

RDC order parameters. However, even for the most

prominent case of the alternating pattern in b strand 1, no

such pattern is observed for RDC order parameters. Thus,

it is expected that such motions would affect all rates in

regular secondary elements in a similar manner. Since

rates obtained from loops are not interpreted the conclu-

sions are not altered even if some complex dynamics is

present.

Conclusion

New pulse sequences to measure CCR rates between Hi
N–

Ni and Ci-1
a –C0i-1 dipoles are presented. Although these

rates are very small they can be determined at very high

precision and accuracy. The rates suggest clear deviation

from idealized peptide plane geometry being thereby in fair

agreement to high-resolution structures. However, the

measured rates appear to allow a more accurate description

of the plane geometry than the high resolution structures.

For example, the rates show an alternating pattern in the b
sheet with exception of strand 2, while the helix shows

more positive values. This finding indicates that the

backbone plane geometry does not only depend on the

secondary structure but also on residue specific properties.
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